
Colder temperature is associated with
increased COPD morbidity

To the Editor:

Due to global climate change, climatologists anticipate not only a rise in mean yearly ambient temperature,
but also an increase in the frequency and intensity of variable weather patterns, including extreme hot and
cold weather events [1, 2]. Overall mortality is higher during winter months [3, 4] and half of excessive
deaths in the cold season are respiratory in nature [5]. Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is
the third leading cause of death worldwide and is linked to high healthcare-associated financial burden [6,
7]. Identifying environmental factors that contribute to COPD morbidity is crucial to define adaptive
strategies to improve outcomes.

Individuals with COPD face increased mortality, higher rates of hospitalisation and exacerbation, and
worse quality of life in cold weather seasons [8–10]. It has been difficult to isolate the specific effect of
cold temperature from seasonal effects, and little is known about how fluctuations in cold temperature
may impact respiratory health among individuals with COPD. We assessed individuals with COPD during
the cold season to determine the effect of daily temperature on disease-specific respiratory health
outcomes, including daily symptoms, lung function and rescue inhaler use.

The methods of the COPD and Endotoxin (CODE) study have been described previously [11]. Briefly,
participants were former smokers (>10 pack-years, quit >1 year), age ⩾40 years with COPD. Participants
provided written informed consent and the Johns Hopkins Institutional Review Board approved the
protocol. A total of 84 participants were studied at baseline, 3 and 6 months. At each time interval,
participants underwent 1 week of indoor air assessment and completed twice-daily in-home spirometry
(PiKo-1, nSpire Health, Inc., Longmont, CO, USA) and diaries assessing activities, symptoms
(Breathlessness, Cough, and Sputum Scale (BCSS)) [12] and rescue inhaler use (0, 1, 2, 3 or ⩾4 times
daily). Analysis was restricted to data collected during the Baltimore cold weather season (November 1 to
March 31) from 2008 to 2011.

Air sampling occurred in the main living area. Indoor temperature and humidity were measured using
hourly loggers (HOBO; Onset, Inc., Poccosette, MA, USA). Weekly particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter ⩽2.5 μm (PM2.5) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) were measured according to standard
methods. Daily outdoor temperature, humidity and pollution (PM2.5 and NO2) data were obtained from
publicly available datasets [13, 14]. Daily indoor and outdoor minimum temperature (over a 24 h period
beginning and ending at 08:00 h) were the primary exposure variables in models using generalised
estimating equations [15]. Models were adjusted for age, sex, education, visit and percent predicted forced
expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) measured at enrolment or pack-years of smoking, as appropriate.
Additional models included relative humidity, PM2.5 and NO2. Heating source and housing type were
added to indoor models. Interaction terms were created between temperature and FEV1 as well as a
dichotomised variable indicating whether participants went outdoors during the 24 h day. Analyses were
performed with Stata/SE statistical software, version12.0 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX, USA).

Of the 84 individuals, 75 had visits during the cold season (41 contributed one and 34 contributed two
week-long periods), with 826 total participant days. At baseline, participants had a mean±SD age of 69±8
years, 56% were male and 96% were white. Participants smoked a mean of 54±27 pack-years and had a
mean FEV1 of 51±16% pred. Mean±SD BCSS score was 2.7±2.3. Mean±SD daily morning and evening
FEV1 were 1.3±0.6 L and 1.2±0.6 L, respectively. The majority of homes were detached houses (59%) or
row/terraced homes (30%) and used gas (79%), oil (16%) or electric heat pump (12%) as a heating source.
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Temperatures did not differ by housing type and tended to be cooler in homes using oil heating (67.5 °F/
19.7 °C) compared to gas (70.3 °F/21.3 °C) or electric heat pump (69.8°F (21.0°C)). Participants went
outdoors on 47% of days, spending an average 1.6±1.7 h outside on these days. The mean±SD minimum
daily outdoor temperature was 37.0±9.6 °F (2.8±5.3 °C) and the mean minimum daily indoor temperature
was 69.6±6.4 °F (20.9±3.5 °C) (figure 1). The minimum daily indoor temperature was not significantly
correlated with minimum daily outdoor temperature (Spearman’s rho=0.04, p=0.25).

In bivariate analysis, decreases in minimum daily outdoor temperature were associated with increases in
respiratory symptoms (BCSS), increases in the frequency of rescue inhaler use and decreases in morning
and evening lung function (all p<0.05). Similar relationships were found after adjustment for confounders.
The inclusion of lag terms suggested that decreases in daily minimum outdoor temperature had the
greatest effect on the same day for all outcomes and that the effect on symptoms and lung function
persisted for up to 3 days post-exposure. Including outdoor relative humidity and pollutants (PM and
NO2) in the models slightly attenuated the association between outdoor temperature and inhaler use and
did not meaningfully alter the associations with symptoms or lung function (table 1). The effect of cold
temperature on health outcomes tended to be stronger among individuals who reported going outdoors,
although the interaction was not statistically significant (p-interaction=0.28). Stratified models exploring
effect modification by disease severity (FEV1 <50 or ⩾50% pred) demonstrated that the effect of outdoor
temperature on daily lung function was stronger among those with less severe disease, and the effect on
rescue inhaler use was stronger among those with more severe disease. Disease severity did not modify the
association between temperature and symptoms.

Daily minimum indoor temperature was not significantly associated with COPD outcomes, except when
limiting our results to sampling days when indoor median temperature was below the median temperature
of 70 °F (21 °C), in which case lower indoor minimum temperature was associated with a higher BCSS
score. Adjustment for daily indoor relative humidity, heating source, home type and weekly indoor PM2.5

and NO2 concentrations did not impact the results. Accounting for minimum indoor temperature did not
meaningfully alter the association between outdoor temperature and respiratory outcomes.

In summary, we found that, during the winter season, colder outdoor temperatures were associated with
increased respiratory symptoms, increased rescue inhaler use and decreased lung function in former
smokers with COPD. For example, a 10 °F (5.5 °C) decrease in the daily minimum outdoor temperature
was associated with an increase in inhaler use, a 0.17 point increase in BCSS score and a mean decrease of
38 mL and 26 mL in morning and evening FEV1, respectively. Individuals in our study were susceptible to
the effects of cold outdoor temperature exposure, despite limited time spent outdoors, suggesting that the
adverse effects may be a result of brief excursions in cold outdoor environments.

Our study supports the findings of larger epidemiological studies that demonstrate a higher rate of COPD
exacerbations in winter months, suggesting that exacerbations may be triggered by cold temperatures [10,
16]. However, few studies have looked at the individual-level morbidity indictors, including rescue
medication use, symptoms and daily lung function, that may precede healthcare utilisation following cold
temperature exposure. Among 76 individuals with COPD, DONALDSON et al. [17] found FEV1 to be 45 mL
lower during the coldest winter week as compared to the warmest summer week of monitoring. Although
previous studies have included FEV1 as a covariate in multivariate models, we are unaware of studies that
report whether the effect of cold temperature differs by lung function. While there was evidence of effect

FIGURE 1 Distributions of daily
indoor and outdoor minimum
temperature in the cold season.
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modification by disease severity in our analysis, the interpretation of these results is not clear. In earlier
studies that compared outcomes across seasons, it has been difficult to tease out the effects of temperature
changes from other seasonal differences. Our study expands current knowledge by limiting analysis to the
cold season, therefore minimising confounding by other seasonal factors.

There are several notable limitations of this study. Our sample size is relatively small and each participant
contributed 7–16 days of repeated measures. Although we found that the association between outdoor
temperature and symptoms and lung function persisted for 2–3 days, limited power may restrict the ability
to fully explore lagged effects. The study population was drawn from the Baltimore area, which may limit
generalisability to other geographic areas, and participants who agreed to be part of this study may differ
from those who did not. We do not have demographic information on those who declined to participate.
Participant adherence to long-acting COPD medications was not assessed. Participants who were acutely
ill were not scheduled for home visits, making it unlikely that respiratory infection was a confounder of
the relationship between temperature and respiratory outcomes, but we were unable to confirm this as
microbiological data were not collected.

Although we did not find an association between indoor cold temperature and COPD outcomes across the
entire sample, homes were relatively warm and may not represent conditions in households where heating
resources are scarce. However, when limiting analysis to sampling days below the median temperature, we
found an adverse effect of indoor temperature on respiratory symptoms. Prior research has suggested that
there may exist a threshold below which colder temperatures adversely impact respiratory health [10, 18]
and several studies have identified 18 °C (64 °F) as a potential threshold of indoor temperature below
which adverse health effects may occur [19, 20]. Similarly, in a 1 week study of 148 participants with
COPD living in the UK, fewer days with 9 h of warmth at 21 °C (70 °F) in the living room was associated
with worse quality of life as measured by the St George’s Respiratory Questionnaire [21]. Our study was
not designed to identify potential temperature thresholds, but findings among the cooler half of the indoor
temperature days are generally consistent with prior studies. Further investigation is needed to confirm

TABLE 1 Association between outdoor temperature and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
symptoms, rescue medication use and lung function

Coefficient¶ 95% CI p-value

Breathlessness, cough and sputum scale
Daily temperature (limited model#) 0.17 0.04, 0.29 0.01
Daily temperature (with relative humidity, NO2, PM2.5) 0.18 0.04, 0.32 0.01
Lag 1 0.13 0.03, 0.23 0.01
Lag 2 0.11 0.02, 0.20 0.02
Lag 3 0.10 0.01, 0.18 0.03

Rescue inhaler use
Daily temperature (limited model#) 0.09 0.02, 0.16 0.01
Daily temperature (with humidity, NO2, PM2.5) 0.07 −0.001, 0.15 0.05
Lag 1 0.04 −0.02, 0.10 0.17
Lag 2 0.02 −0.03, 0.07 0.49
Lag 3 0.02 −0.03, 0.07 0.39

Lung function (morning FEV1) L
Daily temperature (limited model#) −0.038 −0.060, −0.015 0.001
Daily temperature (with humidity, NO2, PM2.5) −0.052 −0.077, −0.027 <0.001
Lag 1 −0.039 −0.061, −0.017 <0.001
Lag 2 −0.025 −0.043, −0.007 0.007
Lag 3 −0.016 −0.033, 0.001 0.07

Lung function (evening FEV1) L
Daily temperature (limited model#) −0.026 −0.050, −0.003 0.03
Daily temperature (with humidity, NO2, PM2.5) −0.038 −0.063, −0.012 0.004
Lag 1 −0.017 −0.036, 0.002 0.09
Lag 2 −0.016 −0.034, 0.001 0.07
Lag 3 −0.010 −0.026, 0.007 0.26

FEV1: forced expiratory volume in 1 s; PM2.5: particulate matter less than 2.5 µm in aerodynamic diameter;
NO2: nitrogen dioxide. #: models include visit, age, sex, education, baseline FEV1 (pack-years was used
instead of baseline FEV1 in lung function models); ¶: changes are expressed per 10 °F (5.5 °C) decrease in
outdoor temperature. Relationships that were statistically significant (p<0.05) are indicated in bold.
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hazardous ranges of temperature extremes and to incorporate findings into public health advisories that
address the use of personal protective barriers and public infrastructure improvements [5, 22]. It has been
suggested that cold temperature exposure may result in several unique airway responses, including
rhinorrhoea and congestion, airway epithelial damage leading to changes in airway structure and function,
and both direct and reflex bronchoconstriction of the lower airways secondary to cooling of the facial skin
and upper airways [23, 24], but a better understanding of the mechanism by which cold temperature
induces COPD morbidity is warranted. This study highlights the current impact of cold-related morbidity
in individuals with COPD and the potential for even greater morbidity given the projected increase in
extreme cold weather events. Identifying strategies to minimise such cold temperature exposure may be a
means of improving outcomes in the vulnerable COPD population.
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